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Harmony Community Trust was set up in 1975 by International Voluntary
Service Northern Ireland and the The Rotary Club of Belfast. They
purchased Glebe House to be developed and used as a residential and
activity centre for people of all ages deemed to be in need of a safe and
genuinely shared space of respite. At least 65,000 children, young people
and adults have beneﬁted from their experiences at Glebe House and the fun
and friendships made here. None of which would have been possible
without the input of volunteers.
We promote a sense of personal health and wellbeing on a cross-community
basis by providing the facilities and resources for the use of community
groups and individuals. We welcome bookings for residentials, day visits,
seminars or workshops throughout the year, as well as running our own
programmes for children, young people, volunteers and older people.
Although we are uniquely suited fo use by children’s and youth groups, we
are also used by adult groups and have a successful programme with older
people in the local area. In addition there are opportunities, for the training
and support for volunteers
There is still work for Harmony Community Trust, and a role for Glebe
House in the future, changing to adapt to the current needs of society in
Northern Ireland. There are challenges in recruiting volunteers and the
reduction in funds, particularly from statutory providers. We are ready to
meet the new challenges as we have done over the years, without losing the
purpose and ethos on which the organisation was founded in 1975
Our optimism comes from over forty years’ experience of building trust,
cooperation and respect. Glebe House has a valuable role to play in
contributing to a positive future for Northern Ireland and a shared and safe
community

www.glebehouseni,com
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Glebe House is pleased to present the winning and commended
poems in the third of our annual poetry competitions, this year on the
theme of Trust. We wish to thank our funders Newry, Mourne and
Down District Council and the Arts Council of Northern Ireland.
We are honoured that Emma Wright of Emma Press agreed to judge
the poems this year and we are humbled by her diligence and also by
the breadth of the range of submissions we received. This attests to
the growing interest in this competition among poets in Ireland and
further afield.
A new feature we have introduced this year has been to invite Glebe
House itself to select a few favourites, and these are included at the
end.
Previous judges for this prize have been Frank Ormsby and Leontia
Flynn.
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Best to have friends
Do you trust me, said the bee to the ﬂower –
Trust me, that for a sip of nectar,
I can be your courier?
Well, said the ﬂower, cousin ﬂytrap
Would say, come in; then, snap.
He can be a persuasive chap.
Oh, scary, said the bee. But I see
Zillions of ﬂowers that welcome me;
Nasties are rarities.
Mistrust pays dividends,
But limited; and in the end,
Best to have friends.
Sure, said the ﬂower,
And it opened wider,
And they rubbed together.
Bye bye, bee:
Loved you. Now carry me
To every ﬂower you see.
And the grass rustled
Under the noon breeze: trust
Stands between meadowland and dust.

Roddy Cowie (1st prize)
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Nettle tea
We are sitting with our nettle tea
the reticulated python and me
in a cafe butt against
the Manchester Ship Canal.
She's whorled her body round
the ladder-backed chair, her eyes,
coral beads, ambush me as her forked
tongue ﬂicks titbits into my ear.
Her musk perfume stains the air.
She is so long. Flesh enough for ﬁfty
snake-skin handbags like the one
you bought me from that market stall
in Putney for my fortieth birthday.
Last night in bed you said
you wanted me to be her
friend. Behind her dorsal diamond
scales, the kohl caked on her
labials (a little brash for me)
she was delightful, your latest
godsend. Your newest trainee.
So I checked and read
that 'reticulated pythons are
rarely dangerous to humans.'
Which is strange because
each time she adjusts her cache
of coils it’s as if she wants
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to constrict the air from my neck.
She eyeballs my tansanite ring
and conﬁdes it costs a lot
to keep changing her slippery,
triangular skin. You're lucky
she hisses, a catch in her throat.
I was glad when she slid along
Deansgate, to re-wrap her ﬂesh
about your middle-aged desk.
And now I can't help but wonder
if I should have ﬂung her into
the trash-can canal. Watched
that python swim upstream to brood
in the grass of some other town.

Estelle Goodwin (2nd prize)
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Afterword
We step
through
shrapnel:
corks, cans,
cigarette ends.
The others
slipped away
in pairs: when
they split up,
I’ll get the
blame.
He stays
behind.
He says
Do you
want to
dance?

Judy O’Kane (3rd prize)
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The judge’s comments.
1st place: Best to have friends
I ﬁnd 'Best to have friends' incredibly
beguiling. It engages directly with the
theme of 'Trust' through the tale of an
interaction between a ﬂower and a
bee. I love the combination of the
whimsical and the profound, and the
ending is gorgeous. I also enjoyed the
triple rhymes and the clipped, terse
lines.
2nd place: Nettle tea
'Nettle tea' is full of glittering,
colourful details and delightful internal rhymes. I like the
poem's sustained surreal setting and its oblique examination of
the power dynamics of trust.
3rd place: Afterword
The shape of 'Afterword' says as much as the words themselves
– isn't there a question mark in all transactions of trust? I like
the vivid images and histories conjured up in the sparse,
controlled space of the poem.
Commended:
The Ten Percent
Sidestep
With this ring
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The Ten Percent
What you see what I let seep
into our conversation.
Careful phrases
that capture
the ten percent,
turn it into something safe something that can ripple
rise gently with grace,
that won't surge, crash, smash,
won’t throw you too far
away from me.

Lizzie Holden (Commended)
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Sidestep
I let you
hit the ground

well
it wouldn’t be trust

face

if you could be sure
and one time
I was there for you
or there
at least
passing by
humming
just when you’d had enough of that
ledge
how could I break
your
fall
hard
as the pavement
I don’t ask you
why
you keep falling
don’t ask me
why
I can’t catch you
your shadow
falling
across my

John Mee (Commended)
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With this ring
We choose a ring from a shop
settled in the shade
of the cathedral.
The assistant unlocks
a glass case, passes us
timeworn boxes containing
diamonds, emeralds, amethysts.
She calls them pre-loved
explains that this is why
they are cheaper.
I slide a single
diamond over my crumpled
knuckle, hold up my hand
to the light and speculate
how comfortably we might spend
our lives together. After all,
this ring, like a heart waiting
to be transplanted, has lived
with another. Who was she
the one who came before
the one who worried the gold thin?
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A decision is needed.
On this day, for better
or worse, we do not bother
with the others.
Doubtless we choose this delicate,
resilient ring. We choose it
for its curious scratches,
its hushed memories, its inevitable
abandonment.
In that antique shop choked
with stories of love and loss
our jewel stubbornly sparkles
is polished brighter
as we, pre-owned and tarnished,
allow love to circle us again

Estelle Goodwin (Commended)
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Footplate Highway
I wake with a broken back
And get hoisted into day.
This is psychotherapy
And I’m supposed to be ok.
This is life on suicide watch
Four times a day they come
through my door to watch
me like an animal in a cage
breakfast, lunch, tea, back
to bed at eight, relief.
They can’t even understand
Me mutter, these are
Broken words I utter
To get me through
Another day.
This pome is my one and only
One way, I know I’m going
Around in circles but is there anOther way. I’ve been up
And down this road and I’m
The one who feels every bump
And scar on footplate highway.
I don’t ﬁt into life into
A rota. All I ever wanted
Was humanity but the world
doesn’t seem to know just
what that means.
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It must be wonderful to
Have memory, looking
Forward to look back.
I am damaged beyond
Repair, please care.
Back and forth through
A shadow hall to two
lonely rooms, when do
I get life in this wheelChair sitting room.

Adrian Fox (A Glebe House Favourite)
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A Dog’s Trust
She looked at me as if to say,
‘They have abandoned me:
Although I loved and trusted them,
I’m in this sanctuary!’
I looked at her Jack Russell face,
And saw the sadness thereFor those she’d loved and trusted,
Had shown they didn’t care...
...And as we had a trial walk,
To see if we would gel,
I knew that I would bring her home,
We hit it off so well!
She settled in, but found it hard
To overcome her trauma;
If ever she was left alone,
There’d be a bit of drama.
She showed her rage towards my clothes,
Their buttons and their zips:
Those jaws would seize with expertise,
Those terrier teeth would rip!

Helen Long (A Glebe House Favourite
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Connaire feeding
The long lashes ﬂutter into rest
At peace on the softly rounded cheeks.
Eyes closed, the little drooping mouth
With breath like a breeze from the lush south
Falls from my breast.
Full of milk and contentment now
Her warmth against me solid and hot,
Relaxed so completely that she must
Be sure of me in utter trust.
Her unlined brow
Reﬂects the peace of newborn sleep
Still at home in Paradise;
And I rest, and watch her perfect face,
Escaping with her to that place
So pure and deep.

Gerry McCullough (A Glebe House Favourite)
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The Lambert’s Day Sermon
After twelve visitations, the spirit pitched them out of bed.
So reports the manuscript: a medieval ghost story amidst
notabilia,
versus proverbiales, a directorium sacerdotum, hymns,
prayers,
a litany of the B.V.M., and a list of Winchester
benefactors.
Initials cradle blue haloed saints; peacocks and holy men
peep and lurk amongst the cornﬂower-and-daisy
marginalia
and the E of Etheldreda, arced like an oxbow, in carnation
red.
Thomas of Ely returned his son to bed, but the vision
nodded
and the room pealed with recitations of his own prayers,
his bodiless oathes on a loop –

amo te super omnia...
tuus gratiam in talem...
Charmed, dazzled, he followed to her tomb.
Barefoot on the sedge and sweet-grass, he was bid:
admonish the Isle –
lax tithes – slack wills – to be put right with ten liturgical
parades;
an ecclesiastical remedy, prescription for atonement.
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But Thomas, paupered, bow-legged,
was ragged
and sulked for a month.

Deus ex machina:
Etheldreda squalled across the diocese
“surge & ambula!”
Thomas unbent, as did the See.

Erin Halliday (A Glebe House Favourite)
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Granny
She walked smartly over the ﬁelds
Pulling her black shawl
Tightly around her back.
On Sundays she carried
Black boots until she
Neared the church.
I played in the mud
At the front of the cottage.
I will always remember her smile.
She made me feel wanted
Loved and trusted me
While I amused myself outdoors.
I was so proud when I could help
With little chores just
To see her smile.

Maggie Thomas (A Glebe House Favourite)
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Glebe House
Means So Much
To So Many
For So Long
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